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NOMAD
William Alexander
From National Book Award winner William Alexander
comes “an exciting sci-fi adventure, perceptively exploring
what it means to be alien”. -Booklist
Margaret K. McElderry Books/Simon & Schuster
September 2015 (North American)
When we last left Earth’s Ambassador, Gabe Fuentes, he
was stranded on the moon. And when he’s rescued by Kaen,
another Ambassador, things don’t get better: It turns out that
the Outlast— a race of aliens that has been systematically
wiping out all other creatures—are coming. And they’ve set
their sights on Earth.
Enter Nadia. She was Earth’s Ambassador before Gabe,
but left her post in order to stop the Outlast. Nadia has
discovered that the Outlast can conquer worlds by travelling
fast through lanes created by the mysterious Machinae. No
one has communicated with the Machinae in centuries, but
Nadia is determined to try, and Gabe and Kaen want to
help her. But the three Ambassadors don’t know that the
Outlast have discovered what they are doing, and have sent
assassins to track them down.
As Nadia heads deeper into space to find the Machinae,
Gabe and Kaen return to Earth, where Gabe is trying to
find another type of alien—his father, who was deported to
Mexico, and who Gabe is desperate to bring home. From a
detention center in the center of the Arizona desert to the
Embassy in the center of the galaxy, the three Ambassadors
race against time to save their worlds in this exciting, funny,
mind-bending adventure.

THE COPPER GAUNTLET
Magisterium, Book 2
HOLLY BLACK & CASSANDRA CLARE
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!
Territories Sold:

Planeta, Spain
Eksmo, Russia
Otava, Finland
Crown, Taiwan
Egmont, Latvia
Egmont, Croatia
Albatros, Poland
Grup 62, Catalan
Mondadori, Italy
Egmont, Bulgaria
Alvilda, Denmark
Amarin, Thailand
Psichogios, Greece
Ikar, Slovak Republic
Baumhaus, Germany
Novo Conceito, Brazil
Dogan Egmont, Turkey
Leda Editserv, Romania
Pocket Jeunesse, France
Moon, The Netherlands
Bonnier Carlsen, Sweden
Cappelen Damm, Norway
Euromedia, Czech Republic
Kinneret Zmora Dvir, Israel
Planeta Manuscrito, Portugal
Konyvmolykepzo Kiado, Hungary
Éditions Scholastic, French Canada
Random House, UK & Commonwealth
Le Chi Culture & Communication, Vietnam

Scholastic Press
September 2015 (North American)
Callum Hunt’s summer break isn’t like other kids’. His
closest companion is a Chaos-ridden wolf, Havoc.
His father suspects him of being secretly evil. And, of
course, most kids aren’t heading back to the magical
world of the Magisterium in the fall.
It’s not easy for Call . . . and it gets even harder after
he checks out his basement and discovers that his
dad might be trying to destroy both him and Havoc.
Call escapes to the Magisterium -- but things only
intensify there. The Alkahest -- a copper gauntlet
capable of separating certain magicians from their
magic -- has been stolen. And in their search to
discover the culprit, Call and his friends Aaron and
Tamara awaken the attention of some very dangerous
foes -- and get closer to an even more dangerous
truth.
As the mysteries of the Magisterium deepen and
widen, bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra
Clare take readers on an extraordinary journey
through one boy’s conflict -- and a whole world’s fate.

MY LIFE WITH THE LIARS
Caela Carter
Perfect for fans of Kathryn Erskine’s Mockingbird
and Holly Goldberg Sloan’s Counting by 7s
HarperCollins
March 2016 (North American)
This is a stunningly unique and poignant story of one girl’s strength
and courage as she decides who she is and what she will believe in.
Behind the white-washed walls of the compound, life was simple.
Follow the rules, “live in the light,” and all would be well. Zylynn was
excited to turn thirteen and begin the work of bringing others into
the light, to save them from the liars and the darkness of the outside
world. But when she is taken away by a man who claims to be her
father, Zylynn is confused, and desperate to return to her home.
Zylynn resists her new life—until she finds small comforts, like
shampoo, the color pink, and strawberries. But as her thirteenth
birthday approaches, Zylynn must make a difficult decision—to stay
here with the enemy, or find her way back to the light. And neither
may be what they seem.

THE CLASSY CROOKS CLUB
Alison Cherry
Even the most proper ladies can hide truly surprising secrets.
Aladdin/Simon & Schuster
March 2016 (World English)
Twelve-year-old AJ is dreading spending the summer with her uberstrict grandmother—that is, until she’s recruited to join Grandma Jo’s
heist club—in this hilarious and quirky twist on a summer vacation
story.
AJ does not, under any circumstances, want to spend an entire month
living with her strict Grandma Jo. Not only does her grandmother
tell her how to walk, what to eat, and which rooms she can enter,
she fills all of AJ’s free time with boring sewing lessons! Grandma
Jo wants nothing more than to transform her adventurous, fun-loving
granddaughter into a prim and proper lady…and AJ hates it.
But AJ’s dull summer takes an exciting turn when she discovers
that her grandmother’s “bridge group” is actually a club of crooks!
And when Grandma Jo offers to teach AJ lock picking instead of
embroidery in exchange for help with a few capers, AJ is thrilled to
join her grandmother’s madcap band of thieves who claim to steal
only for ethical reasons.
But even the most respectable ladies can hide some truly surprising
secrets, and AJ must decide for herself what it truly means to be one
of the good guys.

GAMEKNIGHT999 SERIES
An Unofficial Minecrafter’s Adventure
Mark Cheverton
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES
Sky Pony Press;
September 2015, November
2015, January 2016

Herobrine Reborn Trilogy

The brand new Herobrine
Reborn trilogy is coming out
this fall and winter!

These are the next three
books in the Gameknight999
series with three more to
follow in the Spring 2016 for
a total 12-book series.
The series has sold tens of
thousands of copies and been
translated into 9 languages
so far.

Gameknight999’s best friend
in Minecraft is dying, and
only the User-that-is-not-auser can save him!

Series Sold:

Roca, Spain
Record, Brazil
Foksal, Poland
Kolibri, Hungary
Pegasus, Turkey
Tyto Alba, Lithuania
Bragelonne, France
Ciela Norma AD, Bulgaria
Nakladatelstvi Epocha, Czech Republic

Gameknight999 Trilogy

The Mystery of Herobrine Trilogy

DIARY OF A RUNAWAY GRIFFIN
Bruce Coville
Introducing the second book in the The Enchanted Files! Told in diary entries and more, it’s a
new magical, modern-day comedy series by the master of funny fantasy and bestselling author
of My Teacher is an Alien
Random House Children’s
April 2016 (North American)
According to the Code of the Griffins, that means he should be:
1. Brave and fierce in all situations!
2. A guardian of a great treasure!
3. Completely and totally hidden from the human realm!
But what if a Griffin ISN’T brave or fierce? What if he’s NEVER found a great treasure
(or ANY treasure for that matter)? What if he feels like such an embarrassment that
the only thing left to do is run away? And what if the only place no one will look for
him is . . . the human world?
This laugh-out-loud adventure, full of humor and heart, is ideal for fans of Escape
From Mr. Lemoncello’s Library or Chris Grabenstein.
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Bruce Coville has received over a dozen Children’s Choice Awards, and has written more than ninety popular
books for young people, including MY TEACHER IS AN ALIEN which has sold over 4.5 million copies, INTO THE
LAND OF THE UNICORNS, SONG OF THE WANDERER, and THE MONSTER’S RING. His most recent novel,
DARK WHISPERS, is the third book in his beloved Unicorn Chronicles series.

Series Sold:

CBJ Verlag, Germany
Unieboek Het Spectrum, The Netherlands

THE PRINCESS IN BLACK AND THE
HUNGRY BUNNY HORDE
Shannon Hale & Dean Hale
The New York Times
Bestselling Series
Over 100,000
Copies Sold!
Candlewick
February 2016 (World English)
It’s a case of monstrous cuteness as the Princess in Black encounters
her biggest challenge yet: a field overrun by adorable bunnies.
Princess Magnolia and her unicorn, Frimplepants, are on their way
to have brunch with Princess Sneezewort, an occasion Frimplepants
enjoys more than anything in the world. But just when he can smell
the freshly baked bread and the heaping platters of sugar-dusted
doughnuts, Princess Magnolia’s glitter-stone ring rings. The monster
alarm! After a quick change in the secret cave, Princess Magnolia
and Frimplepants are transformed into the Princess in Black and
her faithful pony, Blacky. But when they get to the goat pasture, all
they can see is a field full of darling little bunnies nibbling on grass,
twitching their velvet noses, and wiggling their fluffy tails. Where are
the monsters? Are these bunnies as innocent as they appear?
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THE SLEEPOVER
Jen Malone
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Aladdin/Simon & Schuster
May 2016 (World English)

THE SLEEPOVER
Jen Malone

Cover Coming
Soon
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Meghan, Paige, and Anna Marie are super excited for the Best. Night. Ever. The
sleepover they’re planning can be nothing short of EPIC. There will be junk food,
there will be crazy-scary horror movies, and there will be karaoke smack-downs.
Not even the last minute addition of Anna Marie’s socially awkward, soon-to-bestepsister Veronica can dampen their spirits.
But nothing prepares them for the scene that greets them when they awaken the
next morning: the basement is a mega disaster zone, Meghan’s left eyebrow has
been shaved off, her “pillow” is the prized-possession hoodie of the class rebel
who lives next door, and- heavenly heckweasels!- what is the deal with the slew of
tiny ducklings in the bathtub!?
Worst of all, Anna Marie is missing. As in completely and totally gone-zo. Now the
remaining girls have to piece together what exactly happened the night before,
in the hopes it will lead them to their missing friend before the parents arrive for
pick-ups. If she’s not waiting safe and sound when that doorbell rings, heads will
roll and their social life as they know it will cease to exist. Trouble is, none of them
can remember anything of the prior evening past that hypnotism trick performed
by the two-bit magician Veronica arranged in an effort to impress the other girls.
The clock is ticking, the clues are weird and weirder, and one thing is certain: last
night got a lot wilder than karaoke and make-your-own-sundaes…

CLICK HERE TO START
Denis Markell
A story woven from the rich threads of gaming, literature,
history, and more.
Delacorte/Random House
Summer 2016 (World English)
What if playing video games was prepping you to solve an incredible
real-world puzzle and locate a priceless treasure?
Twelve-year-old Ted Gerson has spent most of his summer playing
video games. So when his great- uncle dies and bequeaths him all the
so-called treasure in his overstuffed junk shop of an apartment, Ted
explores it like it’s another level to beat. And to his shock, he finds that
eccentric Great-Uncle Ted actually has set the place up like a real-life
escape-the-room game!
Using his specially honed skills, Ted sets off to win the greatest game
he’s ever played, with help from his friends Caleb and Isabel. Together
they discover that Uncle Ted’s “treasure” might be exactly that—real
gold and jewels found by a Japanese American unit that served in
World War II. With each puzzle Ted and his friends solve, they get
closer to unraveling the mystery—but someone dangerous is hot on
their heels, and he’s not about to let them get away with the fortune.

HOW TO BREAK A HEART
Kiera Stewart

“...Olivia’s
warm
and
charmingly
selfdeprecating
narraative
voice relates her feelings
with a surprising and
touching expressiveness.”
-Kirkus Book Reviews

“Stewart offers a handy
and
easily
understood
metaphor to color the
intricacies of middle-school
relationships in a way that
paits each character as
multidimensional and real.”
-Booklist

Disney-Hyperion
December 2015 (World English)
This time, even ice cream won’t help.
Nick Wainwright is definitely the love of thirteen-year-old Mabry Collins’s life, and when he dumps her in the most mortifying way possible, her
heart is shattered. So, maybe they’d never kissed, but they had shared something special. They’d shared LOVE. True love. She’s sure of it.
And Mabry would know. She’s watched countless episodes of her favorite telenovela with her best friend, Sirina, and the characters have taught
her everything about romance.
But when Sirina’s usual methods for comforting Mabry fail, she has an idea: it’s time for Mabry to break a heart of her own. And who better than
Thad Bell to teach Mabry how to do it? He was the source of her very first heartbreak, and he seems to have his own reasons for wanting to see
Nick suffer.
Mabry decides to give it a shot, but she’s pretty sure Thad’s advice will lead to disaster. After all, his sole passion is a burrito with extra hot sauce.
Anyone with any sense knows that true love doesn’t come in a foil wrapper! But if Thad can help her win back-um, that is, break-Nick’s heart, then
it might just be worth it.

FLICKER AND MIST
Mary G. Thompson
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Clarion/Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
January 2017 (North American)
Myra must never Flicker. She’s not even sure she knows how, but she must never
reveal the powers her mother’s kin keep hidden might be within her. The people of
the New Heart City plateau do not trust the Flickerkin and their powers of invisibility.
Myra is half Plat, too, and accepted into society because of her father’s position on
the council. If you ask Myra, she’s Plat, period, even if she doesn’t look like it. But,
when the townspeople claim Flickerkin are on the loose, and the Deputy’s son is
almost killed right before everyone’s eyes by seemingly nothing, no one in Myra’s
family is safe. She must learn how to control the powers she didn’t even know she
had, and choose between those she loves (including the Deputy’s son) and the
ancestors she once renounced.
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Flicker and Mist is YA fantasy with a classic feel, brimming with action and heart.

Mary G. Thompson was raised in Cottage Grove and Eugene, OR. She was a
practicing attorney for more than seven years, including almost five years in
the U.S. Navy, and is now a librarian in Washington, DC. She received her BA
from Boston University, her JD from the University of Oregon, and her MFA in
Writing for Children from The New School.
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THE GIRL WHO RACED FAIRYLAND
ALL THE WAY HOME
Catherynne M. Valente
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“One of the most extraordinary works of fantasy, for adults or children,
published so far this century.” --Time

Feiwel & Friends/Macmillan
March 2016 (North American)
Quite by accident, September has been crowned as Queen of Fairyland - but she inherits a Kingdom in chaos. The magic of a Dodo’s egg has
brought every King, Queen, or Marquess of Fairyland back to life, each with a fair and good claim on the throne, each with their own schemes and
plots and horrible, hilarious, hungry histories. In order to make sense of it all, and to save their friend from a job she doesn’t want, A-Through-L
and Saturday devise a Royal Race, a Monarckical Marathon, in which every outlandish would-be ruler of Fairyland will chase the Stoat of Arms
across the whole of the nation - and the first to seize the poor beast will seize the crown. Caught up in the madness are the changelings Hawthorn
and Tamburlaine, the combat wombat Blunderbuss, the gramophone Scratch, the Green Wind, and September’s parents, who have crossed the
universe to find their daughter...

THE ROSE AND THE DAGGER
Renee Ahdieh
The much anticipated sequel to the breathtaking The Wrath and the Dawn,
lauded by Publishers Weekly as “a potent page-turner of intrigue and romance.”
Putnam/Penguin
May 2016 (World English)

THE ROSE
AND THE DAGGER

Renee Ahdieh

I am surrounded on all sides by a desert. A guest, in a prison of sand and sun. My family is here.
And I do not know whom I can trust.
In a land on the brink of war, Shahrzad has been torn from the love of her husband Khalid, the Caliph
of Khorasan. She once believed him a monster, but his secrets revealed a man tormented by guilt
and a powerful curse—one that might keep them apart forever. Reunited with her family, who have
taken refuge with enemies of Khalid, and Tariq, her childhood sweetheart, she should be happy. But
Tariq now commands forces set on destroying Khalid’s empire. Shahrzad is almost a prisoner caught
between loyalties to people she loves. But she refuses to be a pawn and devises a plan.
While her father, Jahandar, continues to play with magical forces he doesn’t yet understand, Shahrzad
tries to uncover powers that may lie dormant within her. With the help of a tattered old carpet and
a tempestuous but sage young man, Shahrzad will attempt to break the curse and reunite with her
one true love.

The Rose and the Dagger is the sequel to
Renee Ahdieh’s sparkling debut novel, The
Wrath and the Dawn.
Territories Sold:

Pegasus, Turkey
Hachette, France
Editora Globo, Brazil
One/Luebbe, Germany

THE CRUEL PRINCE
The Folk of the Air Trilogy
HOLLY BLACK
Little Brown Books for Young Readers/Hachette
January 2018 (North American)
A glittering new young adult fantasy trilogy from the #1 bestselling author.
This is a story about two people who hate one another, falling in love, and the power
struggles that follow in a malicious and sparkling fully realized fantasy world with its
own magic, politics and pageantry.
Jude’s parents are cruelly murdered in front of her eyes and so starts her descent
into Faerieland against her will with her two sisters - one human, one faery. They are
tormented in school and become embroiled in a political ascendancy they never
imagined existed.
Life becomes more dangerous, enemies turn to friends and the allure of returning
to the human world awaits them. This is a stunning world filled with passion, loyalty
and fear.

“Children born of fairy stock
Never need for shirt or frock,
Never want for food or fire,
Always get their heart’s desire:
Jingle pockets full of gold,
Marry when they’re seven years old.
Every fairy child may keep
Two strong ponies and ten sheep;
All have houses, each his own,
Built of brick or granite stone;
They live on cherries, they run wild—
I’d love to be a fairy’s child.”
- Robert Graves

Territories Sold:

Hot Key Books, UK & Commonwealth

Holly Black is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of contemporary fantasy
books for kids and teens whose books have sold over 10 million copies across
32 languages.
Black’s titles include The Spiderwick Chronicles (with Tony DiTerlizzi), The Modern
Faerie Tale series, the Curse Workers series, Doll Bones, The Coldest Girl in
Coldtown, the Magisterium series (with Cassandra Clare) and The Darkest Part
of the Forest. She has been a a finalist for an Eisner Award, and the recipient of
the Andre Norton Award, the Mythopoeic Award and a Newbery Honor.

LAIR OF DREAMS
The Diviners, Book 2
Libba Bray

#1 New York Times Bestseller!
Little Brown Books for Young Readers
August 2016 (North American)
The longing of dreams draws the dead, and this city holds many
dreams.
After a supernatural showdown with a serial killer, Evie O’Neill
has outed herself as a Diviner. With her uncanny ability to read
people’s secrets, she’s become a media darling, and earned the
title “America’s Sweetheart Seer.” Everyone’s in love with the city’s
newest It Girl...everyone except the other Diviners.
Piano-playing Henry Dubois and Chinatown resident Ling Chan are
two Diviners struggling to keep their powers a secret--for they can
walk in dreams. And while Evie is living the high life, victims of a
mysterious sleeping sickness are turning up across New York City.
As Henry searches for a lost love and Ling strives to succeed in
a world that shuns her, a malevolent force infects their dreams.
And at the edges of it all lurks a man in a stovepipe hat who has
plans that extend farther than anyone can guess....As the sickness
spreads, can the Diviners descend into the dreamworld to save the
city?
In this heart-stopping sequel to The Diviners, Printz Award-winning
and New York Times bestselling author Libba Bray takes readers
deeper into the mystical underbelly of New York City.

Territories Sold:

AST, Russia
Fazi, Italy
Modan, Israel
MAG, Poland
DTV, Germany
Emas, Bulgaria
RBA Libros, Spain
Grupo Leya, Portugal
Allen & Unwin, Australia
Atom/Little Brown, United Kingdom

WALK ON EARTH A STRANGER
The Gold Seer Trilogy, Book 1
Rae Carson
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Greenwillow Books/HarperCollins
September 2015 (North American)
The first book in a new trilogy from acclaimed New York Times-bestselling author Rae Carson. A young woman with the magical ability to sense the
presence of gold must flee her home, taking her on a sweeping and dangerous journey across Gold Rush era America. Walk on Earth a Stranger
begins an epic saga from one of the finest writers of young adult literature.
Lee Westfall has a secret. She can sense the presence of gold in the world around her. Veins deep beneath the earth, pebbles in the river, nuggets
dug up from the forest floor. The buzz of gold means warmth and life and home—until everything is ripped away by a man who wants to control
her. Left with nothing, Lee disguises herself as a boy and takes to the trail across the country. Gold was discovered in California, and where else
could such a magical girl find herself, find safety?
Rae Carson, author of the acclaimed Girl of Fire and Thorns series, dazzles with the first book in the Gold Seer Trilogy, introducing a strong heroine,
a perilous road, a fantastical twist, and a slow-burning romance, as only she can.

THE READER
Sea of Ink and Gold, Book 1
Traci Chee
READING THIS IS FORBIDDEN.
Putnam/Penguin
August 2016 (World English)

THE
READER

Traci Chee
Cover Coming
Soon

A stunning debut set in a world where reading is forbidden, perfect for fans of Inkheart and
Shadow and Bone.
Sefia knows what it means to survive. After her father is brutally murdered, she flees into
the wilderness with her aunt Nin, who teaches her to hunt, track, and steal. But when Nin is
kidnapped, leaving Sefia completely alone, none of her survival skills can help her discover
where Nin’s been taken, or if she’s even alive. The only clue to both her aunt’s disappearance
and her father’s murder is the odd rectangular object her father left behind, an object she
comes to realize is a book—a marvelous item unheard of in her otherwise illiterate society.
With the help of this book, and the aid of a mysterious stranger with dark secrets of his own,
Sefia sets out to rescue her aunt and find out what really happened the day her father was
killed—and punish the people responsible.
With overlapping stories of swashbuckling pirates and merciless assassins, The Reader is a
brilliantly told adventure from an extraordinary new talent.

Territories Sold:

Oceano, Spain
Pegasus, Turkey
V&R Editoras, Brazil
Carlsen Verlag, Germany
Editions Robert Laffont, France

LOOK BOTH WAYS
Alison Cherry
LOVE IS NOT AS STRAIGHTFORWARD AS YOU MIGHT THINK
Delacorte Press/Random House
June 2016 (World English)
Thoughtful, funny, and steeped in the wild drama of growing up, Alison Cherry’s
new novel is the story of a girl hoping she’s found a place to belong . . . only to
learn that neither talent nor love is as straightforward as she thinks.
A summer away from the city is the beginning of everything for Brooklyn Shepard.
Her theater apprenticeship at Allerdale is a chance to prove that she can carve out
a niche all her own, surrounded by people who don’t know anything about her or
her family of superstar performers.
Brooklyn immediately hits it off with her roommate, Zoe, and soon their friendship
turns into something more. Brooklyn wants to see herself as someone who’s open
to everything and everyone, but as her feelings for Zoe intensify, so do her doubts.
She’s happier than she’s ever been—but is it because of her new relationship? Or
is it because she’s finally discovering who she wants to be?

Alison Cherry, author of Red and For Real, lives in Brooklyn, New York. She is a professional photographer and spent many years
working as a lighting designer for theater, dance, and opera productions. She once faked an important appointment so she could
leave rehearsal in time to watch the finale of The Amazing Race.

LADY MIDNIGHT
The Dark Artifices, Book 1
CASSANDRA CLARE
Margaret K. McElderry Books/Simon & Schuster
March 2016 (North American)
The Shadowhunters of Los Angeles star in the first novel in Cassandra Clare’s newest
series, The Dark Artifices, a sequel to the internationally bestselling Mortal Instruments
series. Lady Midnight is a Shadowhunters novel.

SOON TO BE A MAJOR TV SERIES
AIRING ON ABC FAMILY IN 2016

It’s been five years since the events of City of Heavenly Fire that brought the Shadowhunters
to the brink of oblivion. Emma Carstairs is no longer a child in mourning, but a young
woman bent on discovering what killed her parents and avenging her losses.
Together with her parabatai Julian Blackthorn, Emma must learn to trust her head and
her heart as she investigates a demonic plot that stretches across Los Angeles, from the
Sunset Strip to the enchanted sea that pounds the beaches of Santa Monica. If only her
heart didn’t lead her in treacherous directions…
Making things even more complicated, Julian’s brother Mark—who was captured by the
faeries five years ago—has been returned as a bargaining chip. The faeries are desperate
to find out who is murdering their kind—and they need the Shadowhunters’ help to do
it. But time works differently in faerie, so Mark has barely aged and doesn’t recognize his
family. Can he ever truly return to them? Will the faeries really allow it?
Glitz, glamours, and Shadowhunters abound in this heartrending opening to Cassandra
Clare’s Dark Artifices series.

Territories Sold:
AST, Russia
Ibis, Bulgaria
Record, Brazil
Planeta, Spain
Artemis, Turkey
Planeta, Catalan

Mondadori, Italy
Mag Jacek, Poland
Pocket Jeunesse, France
Planeta Manuscrito, Portugal
Goldmann/Random House, Germany
Simon & Schuster, UK & Commonwealth

Cassandra Clare is the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Shadowhunters
series which has sold more than 25 million
copies across over 35 languages.

WITH MALICE
Eileen Cook
Sold in a major six figure pre-empt in the US and in a
strong pre-empt in the UK.
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
June 2016 (North American)
Eighteen-year-old Jill Charron wakes up in a hospital room, leg in a cast, stitches in her
face and a big blank canvas where the last 6 weeks should be. She comes to discover she
was involved in a fatal accident while on a school trip in Italy three days previous but was
jetted home by her affluent father in order to receive quality care. Care that includes a
lawyer. And a press team. Because maybe the accident...wasn’t an accident.
With Malice grabs readers by the eyeballs and yanks them into a world where nothing is
what it seems and where everyone is a suspect. It is the YA version of the astoundingly
successful Serial podcast and promises to be just as buzzed about when it hits the shelves.

WITH MALICE

Eileen Cook

Cover Coming
Soon

Author Eileen Cook’s work helping people with traumatic brain injuries, lends a sense of
authenticity to the novel as captivating as the plot - she stayed one step ahead of me
through every twist and turn leading to a resolution that left me breathless.
Eileen Cook comes to you with a pedigree of ten traditionally published novels, mostly
contemporary YA, but also middle grade and adult novels. With Malice is her first book
represented by this agency and is her breakout book without question.

If you loved the Serial podcast, this is a book for you.

Territories Sold:

Hot Key Books, UK & Commonwealth

SYMPTOMS OF BEING HUMAN
Jeff Garvin
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins
February 2016 (North American)
A sharply honest and moving debut perfect for fans of The Perks of Being a Wallflower
and Ask the Passengers.
Riley Cavanaugh is many things: Punk rock. Snarky. Rebellious. And gender fluid. Some
days Riley identifies as a boy, and others as a girl. But Riley isn’t exactly out yet. And
between starting a new school and having a congressman father running for reelection
in über-conservative Orange County, the pressure—media and otherwise—is building up
in Riley’s life.
On the advice of a therapist, Riley starts an anonymous blog to vent those pent-up feelings
and tell the truth of what it’s really like to be a gender fluid teenager. But just as Riley’s
starting to settle in at school—even developing feelings for a mysterious outcast—the
blog goes viral, and an unnamed commenter discovers Riley’s real identity, threatening
exposure. And Riley must make a choice: walk away from what the blog has created—a
lifeline, new friends, a cause to believe in—or stand up, come out, and risk everything.
From debut author Jeff Garvin comes a powerful and uplifting portrait of a modern teen
struggling with high school, relationships, and what it means to be a person.

Territories Sold:
V&R Editoras, Brazil
V&R Editoras, Spain

A STUNNING AND TRULY MODERN
NOVEL. A FEAT IN STORYTELLING.

BEAST: A LOVE STORY
Lisa Jensen
Candlewick
Spring 2017 (World English)

Beast is a literary retelling of the Beauty and the Beast story, with plenty
of magic. In this version, Jean-Loup, a chevalier, is turned into a beast
by an enchantress after he brutally rapes Lucie, a servant girl. The
story is told from Lucie’s point of view. As a beast, Jean-Loup suffers
horribly and Lucie revels in watching his pain. She watches his every
move, because the enchantress has turned her into a candlestick. She
is his only source of light, so he carries her with him wherever he goes.
Eventually we learn that he was born ugly and his mother prayed for
him to be beautiful. She got her wish, but in his beautiful form, he
becomes a monster. Only as a beast can he love and have a heart.
This hits that sweet spot between literary and commercial, with
comparisons to Anthony Doerr.
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Lisa Jensen’s historical-fantasy “Alias Hook” presents the flip side of the Neverland
from the caustic perspective of its prisoner, Captain Hook. It was published by Thomas
Dunne Books in July, 2014. In real life, Jensen is a film critic for an alternative weekly
in Santa Cruz, CA, and a former book reviewer for the San Francisco Chronicle.

THE LEFT-HANDED FATE
Kate Milford

With Illustrations by Eliza Wheeler
Henry Holt and Co./Macmillan
August 2016 (World English)
Lucy Bluecrowne and Maxwell Ault are on a mission: find the three pieces of a strange and arcane
engine. They’re not exactly sure what this machine does, but they have it on good authority
that it will stop the war that’s raging between their home country of England and Napoleon
Bonaparte’s France. Despite being followed by mysterious men dressed all in black, they’re well
on their way to finding everything they need when their ship, the famous Left-Handed Fate, is
taken by the Americans.
And not just any Americans. The Fate (and with it, Lucy and Max) are put under the command of
Oliver Dexter, who’s only just turned twelve.
But Lucy and Max aren’t the only ones trying to put the engine together, and if the pieces fall into
the wrong hands, it could prove disastrous. Oliver is faced with a choice: help Lucy and Max and
become a traitor to his country? Or follow orders and risk endangering that same country and
many others at the same time--not to mention his friends?

Kate Milford is the author of The Boneshaker, The Broken Lands, and Greenglass House,
which was long-listed for the National Book Award. Originally from Annapolis, Maryland,
Kate now lives in Brooklyn, New York, with her family.
Eliza Wheeler grew up in northern Wisconsin in a family of artists, musicians, and teachers.
Her picture book Miss Maple’s Seeds debuted on the New York Times bestseller list. Eliza
has illustrated several other children’s books, including the Newbery Honor Book Doll
Bones by Holly Black. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband.

THE SHADOW QUEEN
C.J. Redwine
Balzer & Bray/HarperCollins
February 2016 (North American)
A dark epic fantasy inspired by the tale of Snow White, from C. J. Redwine, the author of the Defiance
series. Perfect for fans of A Court of Thorns and Roses and Cinder.
Lorelai Diederich, crown princess and fugitive at large, has one mission: kill the wicked queen who
took both the Ravenspire throne and the life of her father. To do that, Lorelai needs to use the one
weapon she and Queen Irina have in common—magic. She’ll have to be stronger, faster, and more
powerful than Irina, the most dangerous sorceress Ravenspire has ever seen.
In the neighboring kingdom of Eldr, when Prince Kol’s father and older brother are killed by an invading
army of magic-wielding ogres, the second-born prince is suddenly given the responsibility of saving
his kingdom. To do that, Kol needs magic of his own—and the only way to get it is to make a deal with
the queen of Ravenspire, promise to become her personal huntsman—and bring her Lorelai’s heart.
But Lorelai is nothing like Kol expected—beautiful, fierce, and unstoppable—and despite dark magic,
Lorelai is drawn in by the passionate and troubled king. Fighting to stay one step ahead of the dragon
huntsman—who she likes far more than she should—Lorelai does everything in her power to ruin the
wicked queen. But Irina isn’t going down without a fight, and her final move may cost the princess the
one thing she still has left to lose.

Praise for C.J. Redwine’s:
“A sharp new epic” -Booklist
“A well-paced, heart-wrenching tale of loyalty, courage, and love.” (Romantic Times)
“C.J. Redwine’s Defiance is a gritty, thrilling adventure sprinkled with moments of
breathtaking tenderness. I read it in one sitting.” -Rae Carson, New York Times bestselling
author of The Girl of Fire and Thorns)

BREAK ME LIKE A PROMISE
Once Upon A Crime Family
Tiffany Schmidt
Sizzling romance and thrilling tension will hold readers
spellbound in this second book in the Once Upon a Crime
Family series.
Bloomsbury USA Childrens
June 2016 (North American)
No one is unbreakable.
All Magnolia Vickers has ever wanted was to follow father’s path as head of the Family Business.
But new legislation is poised to destroy the Family’s operations in the black-market organ trade
and Maggie’s recent behavior has wrecked the business-savvy reputation she’s worked her whole
life to build.
She’s given an ultimatum: shape up or step aside.
Then Maggie messes up: she downloads a virus onto her father’s computer, and must sneak it
off-estate for repair. When Alex, a tech whiz, uncovers the type of information on the machine, he
offers Maggie a choice: her Family can give him a kidney, or he’ll irreparably scramble the data.
Maggie agrees, but has no intention of keeping her promise or every seeing him again. That
night Alex shows up at her Family estate with copies of confidential Family files and a shocking
revelation—the kidney is for him.
The Vickers aren’t willing to let Alex out of their sight, so he moves onto their estate and Maggie
is assigned to be his keeper. A task she resents and he enjoys making as challenging as possible.
But procuring black market organs is becoming increasingly difficult, and as Alex’s health declines,
she’s surprised to find herself falling for him.
Like it or not, Maggie must accept that if she wants to save Alex’s life and carve out a place in the
new legalized organ business, she’s going to have to fight for both. ￼

THIS SAVAGE SONG
Monsters of Verity
Victoria Schwab
Greenwillow Books/HarperCollins
June 2016 (North American)
This Savage Song tells the story of two teens in
a broken world, where violent acts start breeding
actual monsters. Some are shadows with teeth
that feed on flesh and bone. Some are corpses
that feed on blood. And some can pass for human.
Those rare creatures feed on souls.
It’s the story of Kate Harker, the only daughter of
a crime boss, and August Flynn, the son of a man
trying to hold his city together. Kate is a human
who wants to be a monster, and August a monster
who wishes he were human.

A Romeo and Juliet love
story, monsters, sin city,
conspiracies - this is a dark
and violent romance laced
with an existential plot that
will make you think.

Victoria Schwab’s first adult novel, Vicious, debuted to critical praise and
reader accolades. Schwab is the author of YA novels The Near Witch, The
Archived, and The Unbound. She is also currently writing a fantasy middle
grade series with Scholastic.

BREAKAWAY
Kat Spears
St. Martin’s Griffin
September 2015 (World English)
When Jason Marshall’s younger sister passes away, he knows he can count on his three
best friends and soccer teammates--Mario, Jordie, and Chick--to be there for him. With
a grief-crippled mother and a father who’s not in the picture, he needs them more than
ever. But when Mario starts hanging out with a rough group of friends and Jordie finally
lands the girl of his dreams, Jason is left to fend for himself while maintaining a strained
relationship with troubled and quiet Chick. Then Jason meets Raine, a girl he thinks is out
of his league but who sees him for everything he wants to be, and he finds himself pulled
between building a healthy and stable relationship with a girl he might be falling in love
with, grieving for his sister, and trying to hold onto the friendships he has always relied on.
A witty and emotionally moving tale of friendship, first love, and loss, Breakaway is Kat
Spears at her finest.

There’s not a single canned emotion to be found; each boy’s pain is visceral and true to his character.
Readers will be hard-pressed to find a more realistic portrait of friends finding themselves while losing
one another. A rare study of growing pains that gives equal weight to humor and hardship.
- Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review
A painfully honest and powerful depiction of the changing nature of friendships in the face of hardship
and an exploration of what it means ‘to be human and alive.’ -Booklist, Starred Review
This sad yet hopeful romance will appeal to readers of Steven Chbosky’s The Perks of Being a Wallflower
and Jay Asher’s Thirteen Reasons Why. -School Library Journal

MIDNIGHT DOLLS
Kiki Sullivan

Pretty Little Liars meets
Beautiful Creatures in this
thrilling follow-up to Kiki
Sullivan’s The Dolls.

Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins
September 2015 (World English)
It’s only been a couple of months since Eveny Cheval discovered that she’s a powerful queen of zandara, the voodoo-like form of magic
that has controlled the town of Carrefour for generations. She barely has time to consider what this means, though, before she’s attacked
by the murderous anti-magic organization Main de Lumière.
Alarmed, her powerful father—who has returned to Carrefour to protect Eveny—takes her and her sister zandara queens, Peregrine and
Chloe, to his home on mysterious Caouanne Island. But the island holds its own secrets about Eveny’s past—and her future. Now she’s
torn between two magical traditions—and two boys: strong and silent Caleb, who’s pushing her away, and charismatic Bram, who seems
too good to be true.
With Main de Lumière closing in and Carrefour’s defenses crumbling, Eveny, her sister queens, and the townspeople she’s supposed to
protect are in danger. And as the revelations about her past continue to unfold, Eveny begins to realize that she might just be the only
one who can save them all. She’ll have to fight for the people and the town she loves—and for her own life.

THE STEEP AND THORNY WAY
Cat Winters
Amulet Books/Abrams
March 2016 (World English)
A thrilling reimagining of Shakespeare’s Hamlet, The Steep and Thorny Way tells the story of a
murder most foul and the mighty power of love and acceptance in a state gone terribly rotten.
1920s Oregon is not a welcoming place for Hanalee Denney, the daughter of a white woman
and an African-American man. She has almost no rights by law, and the Ku Klux Klan breeds
fear and hatred in even Hanalee’s oldest friendships. Plus, her father, Hank Denney, died a year
ago, hit by a drunk-driving teenager. Now her father’s killer is out of jail and back in town, and
he claims that Hanalee’s father wasn’t killed by the accident at all but, instead, was poisoned by
the doctor who looked after him—who happens to be Hanalee’s new stepfather.
The only way for Hanalee to get the answers she needs is to ask Hank himself, a “haint”
wandering the roads at night.

Cat Winters is the author of The Cure for Dreaming and In the Shadow of Blackbirds,
which collected three starred reviews and was a finalist for the William C. Morris
Award for debut YA fiction. She lives in Portland, Oregon. www.catwinters.com.

THE EMPEROR OF ANY PLACE
Tim Wynne-Jones
Candlewick
October 2015 (World English)
The ghosts of war reverberate across the generations in a riveting,
time-shifting story within a story from acclaimed thriller writer Tim
Wynne-Jones.
When Evan’s father dies suddenly, Evan finds a hand-bound yellow
book on his desk—a book his dad had been reading when he
passed away. The book is the diary of a Japanese soldier stranded
on a small Pacific island in WWII. Why was his father reading it?
What is in this account that Evan’s grandfather, whom Evan has
never met before, fears so much that he will do anything to prevent
its being seen? And what could this possibly mean for Evan? In a
pulse-quickening mystery evoking the elusiveness of truth and the
endurance of wars passed from father to son, this engrossing novel
is a suspenseful, at times terrifying read from award-winning author
Tim Wynne-Jones.

Dual stories of strength and resilience illuminate the effects that war has on individuals and
on father-son relationships, effects that stretch in unexpected ways across generations
as Evan and Griff make their way toward a truce. An accomplished wordsmith, WynneJones achieves an extraordinary feat: he eliminates the hidden depths of personalities and
families through a mesmerizing blend of realism and magic.
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

